PHOTO
COMPETITION

They say a picture is worth a 1000
words… so why not capture the best
part of your voyage in a photo?
Each month we will be choosing 2 winning photos taken by crews whilst on board
Alba Explorer or Alba Venturer. This is a team effort- the photos that demonstrate
the greatest flair, technique and originality will be featured in the 2016 OYT
Scotland Calendar. And the photo that captures the essence of Adventure under
Sail will be used on front cover! Monthly winners will be announced on Facebook
and the OYT Scotland website.

The Rules:







Each entry is a team effort and each team is allow to enter up to three
photos from their voyage. For submission details, ask the skipper.
The photos must be taken on OYT Scotland cameras supplied on the
boat.
Two winners will be chosen by professional photographer Marc Turner
each month (April-October). The best photo from these 14 will be on the
cover of the calendar.
We will also feature monthly winners on social media and our website.
Obscene or inappropriate photographs will not be accepted and OYT
Scotland reserves the right to reject any photographs for any reason.

A full list of the terms and conditions of the competition are available from the skipper.

Sponsored by

www.oytscotland.org.uk/news
www.facebook.com/oceanyouthtrustscotland

Terms and conditions
1. The competition will run on OYT Scotland youth voyages sailing between 30th March 2015 to 23rd October 2015.
2. Closing date for entries is noon on 30th October 2015
3. Unless otherwise stated, the competition is open to all young people (aged 12 -25) sailing on a voyage with
Ocean Youth Trust Scotland, except employees of Ocean Youth Trust and their associated, affiliated or subsidiary
companies, and their families, agents, or anyone connected with this competition, including the third party
promotional partners.
4. Entries are team entries, rather than individual. Each team is allowed to submit up to 3 (three) photographs to be
considered. At the end of the voyage, teams are to indicate to the skipper the photos you would like to be entered.
The SD card is then returned to the OYT Scotland head office to be collated and sent to the judges for
consideration.
5. Entry is free.
6. An eligible team entry must have sailed on a voyage with OYT Scotland in the 2015 sailing season and must be
taken on cameras provided whilst on board.
7. By entering, all eligible entrants agree to abide by each and all these terms and conditions. OYT Scotland
reserves the right, with or without cause, to exclude entrants and withhold prizes for violating any of these terms and
conditions. OYT Scotland reserves the right to amend these terms and conditions. Any amendments will be
published on the Website.
8. The photograph should be the teams’ own work. Entrants represent and warrant that they are not professional
photographers and that their entry does not infringe the privacy rights, copyright or any other rights of any person.
Obscene or inappropriate photographs will not be accepted and OYT Scotland reserves the right to reject any
photographs for any reason. Prior to submitting a photograph of any identifiable individual, entrants should obtain
the consent of such person and advise them of the purpose of the submission and that their photograph may be
published by OYT Scotland.
9. There will be 2 winning team photo chosen each month (April /May /June /July /August /September/ October) for
a total of 14 photos. These will be featured in the 2016 OYT Scotland calendar. Monthly winners will be announced
on facebook and the OYT Scotland website, and other social media sites.
10. The winner will be the entrant whose photograph, in the opinion of the judges, demonstrates the greatest flair,
technique and originality.
11. From the 14 winning entries, one photo will be chosen as the front cover of the calendar
12. There is no cash or other alternative to the prize stated and the prize is not transferable and no part or parts of
the prize may be substituted for other benefits, items or additions.
13. By entering, any subsequent prize winners agree to allow the free use of their photographs for publicity and
news purposes during this and future promotions
14.The judge's decision is final and binding on the entrants. No correspondence will be entered into.
15. OYT Scotland reserves the right to publish all or parts of entries other than the winning entry, and publication
does not necessarily mean that the entrant has won a prize. OYT Scotland reserves the right to edit entries in its
discretion for publication.

